Liferay Kick Start Implementation Program
MOVING STRAIGHT TO DEVELOPMENT

The Kick Start Implementation offering will jumpstart your DXP Cloud project straight to the development phase,
by taking care of all project setup and configurations on DXP Cloud. Leveraging industry best practices gained
through decades of experience, our Global Services team will set up all needed services and environments under
our recommended guidelines, establish the source code pipeline with connections to CI/CD, and recommend
SDLC adjustments to refine development procedures. Your development team can simply focus on project design
and development, leaving the concerns of a proper services spin-up to our team. At the end of the engagement,
our team will sit down with your team to provide a detailed summary on the setup and configurations, explaining the
reasons and advantages of our approach, and to provide guidance on how to move forward with the DXP Cloud project
to maximize productivity and project success.

Liferay provides full implementation services under a separate program. For additional details, please contact your
account manager.
What are the benefits?

How do we do it?

What will you get?

• Get your project started right with
a Liferay expert

• Understand project goals
and cater set ups and
recommendations accordingly

• Project solution
recommendations with
best practices

• Inventory of best practices
in development and cloud
DevOps approach

• An operational DXP Cloud
environment setup for
development

• Expertise in DXP Cloud
architecture and features

• Secure SDLC review by our
experienced staff

• Mitigate risk (Time/Tech/
Project/Budget)
• Focus on development rather
than the preparation
• Experience a higher level of
overall project success
• Peace of mind that the platform
is optimized

• High availability and
performance recommendations

Even Superstars Need to be Coached Once in Awhile

In the Liferay Kick Start Cloud Implementation program, a Liferay professional will conduct a deep dive review of
your project plan, and set up your DXP Cloud environments accordingly. The code pipeline along with the support of
the CI/CD tool will be validated to ensure its adherence to our recommendations. The program also provides regular
question and answer sessions, an inventory of development best practices, and industry experience in performance
and stability that you would be hard pressed to find anywhere else. In addition, you gain access to Liferay expertise
when you need it most: at project inception and final launch with our Go-Live program.

About Liferay Global Services

Our Global Services teams have worked across a variety of sectors such as banking, insurance, manufacturing, telecom,
government and healthcare. Global Services has experience working with companies worldwide through our 24 offices
in North and South America, Asia-Pacific, Europe, Middle-East and Africa.
Liferay has half a million deployments around the world and thousands of clients, touching millions of lives every day.

Moving Forward:

Learn more about Liferay Professional Services today.
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